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MY LMC –
for the most beautiful
sides of life

THE BRAND
FOR
HAPPINESS
IN LIFE

At LMC, we don’t just build motorhomes – we
make vacation dreams come true. With authentic
German engineering, 100 % made in Germany.
We are proud to have been designing your
beautiful, safe home on vacation with passion
and great attention to detail for 65 years now.

QUALITY, THAT YOU CAN RELY ON
LMC uses innovative production processes at its
Sassenberg facility in Münsterland. We work
with new production technology, distinct lean
management and highly motivated employees who
stand behind the outstanding work and high quality
of our products. We build your mobile home with
know-how and passion – so that you can enjoy
beautiful moments with your LMC.

TRUST FOR 65 YEARS
LMC is a source for innovative ideas. Better component durability? Extra stowage space in the floor
plan layout? We make it possible. At LMC we ensure
carefully considered technology right down to the
smallest detail, the highest level of safety, and functional solutions, both in the interior and the exterior.
All LMC components are designed to last long and
maintain value – which makes your investment in
an LMC a secure investment.

AT HOME IN YOUR VACATION WORLD
In order for you to really feel comfortable in your
LMC motorhome, we attach great importance to the
design of the interior. Together with our specialists
we create design and function oriented interiors
with textiles and surfaces that are not only beautiful
but practical too. With stowage space that provides
lots of space to keep things organised, and details
that you will simply love. Your LMC: your mobile
home in the world.
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■ 	
Model series for starters,

couples and families
■ 	
8 floor plans to choose
from
■ 	
Lots of smart solutions
■ 	
Designed to last long and
maintain value
■ 	
The highest quality
combined with tradition
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ON ROUTE 65
WITH LMC –
take a history trip with us

In the 1950s, Heinrich
Austermann, a painting and paintwork
expert and – above
all – a dedicated
camping enthusiast
himself, developed
the foldaway camper
trailer. The original
plan had simply been
to use it for his own
purposes. However,
there was tremendous
demand for this new
product, and in 1955
production began on
the now-legendary
“Knospe”. The first
step on a journey to
success had been
taken.
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In collaboration
with 15 employees,
Heinrich Austermann
produced the “Knospe”
series until the mid1960s, in various
specifications.
In 1966, Wilhelm Saure,
of Herdecke, acquired
the successful company and founded
Wilhelm Saure KG,
operating from
Sassenberg. The first
caravan then went into
standard production.

1966

In the 1970s, demand
was so high that the
decision was made to
outsource some of the
production work to
Rheine and Warendorf.
It was during that
period that a further
2 legendary model
series came out:
the “Lord” and the
“Münsterland”.
In 1976, the 10,000th
caravan rolled of the
production line.
From 1981 onwards,
production was
centralised on the
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße
in Sassenberg, the
interior fittings were
expanded and the new
company – “LMC Lord
Münsterland Caravan
GmbH” – was founded.
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Motorhomes were
added to the product
range, reflecting the
continuing popularity
of holidays on the
move. From 1986
onwards, production
began on the first
motorhome range –
featuring the
overhead “Liberty”
bay – and was
quickly rewarded
with rising popularity.

1986
THE FIRST
MOTORHOME

In 1991, the company’s
incorporation into the
Erwin Hymer group
resulted in additional
investment in the
Sassenberg site.
The success story of
LMC Caravan GmbH
continued.
In 1994 LMC is the
only manufacturer
that produces
motorhomes with
separate showers and
spacious washrooms:
a pioneer in motorhome construction.

LMC optimised its capabilities by investing
in a new customer
support centre, new
production & logistics
buildings and machinery & plant to meet
the new demands.
In 2005, the first
semi-integrated motorhomes – equipped
with sleeper tops –
were combined with
a Ford Transit chassis.

This period was
characterised by
major investments in
production machinery
which included a waterjet cutting system,
the specialised roof
production line, the
edge finishing centre
and hail-proof roofs.
In parallel with these
investments, the production facility itself
was restructured. All
of this enabled LMC
to meet its customers
requirements to the
maximum possible
extent.

In 2015, LMC celebrated the first 60 years
of its passion for
caravanning.
LMC celebrated this
Jubilee year by introducing an attractive
special edition model
for the motorhome
and caravan market.

This year saw the
celebrations for the
opening of the new
production works in
Sassenberg. LMC,
having almost doubled its production
capacity thanks to
modern technology,
had laid a fresh milestone in its corporate
history.

LMC celebrates the
65th anniversary of
its existence, and
looks forward to a
bright future. On this
special occasion, LMC
is introducing the Van
643 G “65 years edition” Jubilee model,
which comes with a
particularly extensive
range of equipment at
no extra charge. Join
in with our celebrations!

2020
65 YEARS
OF LMC
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START OF A
NEW ERA

BLOSSOMING OF A
YOUNG
COMPANY
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CONTENT

LEGEND
GRP roof

8.080 MM

Cargo load (kg)

Fresh water
tank (l)

Fridge (l)

Sleeping berths

Total length
(mm)

KG MM
8.080

LLT

FLOOR

Technically permissible
total mass (kg)

Long Life
Technology

12 year
guarantee
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E L E M E N T

18 C R U I S E R T
28 C R U I S E R V
33 	12 year guarantee
34 	Chassis
35 LMC iBusCONNECT
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ELEMENT

F O R N E WCO M E R S
Discover vacation with a motorhome
for the family
Page 8

CRUISER T

F O R T H E R E L A X E D T R AV E L L E R
On the way to perfect relaxation
Page 18

CRUISER V

F O R F L E X I B L E AC T I V E VAC AT I O N E R S
Your model for unique vacation trips
Page 28
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ELEMENT

E L E M E N T:
laugh, play, be happy
Our dynamic starter-model Element is the perfect fit when you want to discover
the freedom of motorhome vacationing for your family. With up to four sleeping
berths in single or queen beds, a compact and well-thought out layout, plus a
standing height of 2.12 m, this model fulfils any wishes you could have. For extra
space, we offer an optional lifting bed in the Element for all floor plans.

FOR NEWCOMERS
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ELEMENT

Good morning,
beautiful life

Welcome to your mobile home!
With its modern design and
interior shiny metal accents, the
Element range invites the whole
family to enjoy vacation – from
the moment they step into it. Take
a seat on the spacious opposing
seating area in the T 758 G and
relax under harmoniously coordinated indirect lighting (optional).
The ultimate vacation experience.

T 758 G
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ELEMENT

THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
■ Uplights and reading spot lights ensure the right

lighting, whether for reading or relaxing
■ The fridge offers lots of space for fresh food with
■
■
■
■

a volume of 142 or 145 l
Sleep comfort – even for very tall people – in the
extra long single beds with a length of up to 2 m
The optional, electrically adjustable lifting bed
creates up to two extra sleeping berths
Lots of practical USB outlets to charge electronic
devices
The spacious shower solutions with an XXL-format
allow for comfortable freedom of movement

“Convenient and practical solutions
provide the desired flexibility on
vacation. For instance, the single
beds can easily be extended into a
comfortable reclining area with the
pull-out.”
Patrick Schaar,
Product Manager
T 758 G

AT HOME
ON
VACATION

T 758 G
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T 758 G
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ELEMENT

SMART
SOLUTIONS

1.	More space to move in the
living area, thanks to the
foldable table panel
2.	The entire depth is utilised
thanks to the optional pull-out
in the kitchen cabinet
3.	Lots of room for shoes in the
fold-out shoe compartments
4.	Stowage area that can be
reached from both the inside
and outside through the drawer
of the TV-furniture in the entrance area designed for this
series

2.
T 758 G

3.

1.

T 668 G

4.

T 758 G
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T 758 G
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FLOOR PLANS

ELEMENT

ELEMENT
For newcomers
1.

T 608
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

2.

T 638
6,980
2,320
2 (3/5)

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

T 668 G
6,980
2,320
2 (3/5)

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

6,980
2,320
2 (3/4)

3.

4.

THE EXTERIOR
HIGHLIGHTS
1.	GRP roof and base provide
protection against stone impact and weather, such as hail
2.	Extended outside mirror for
a perfect overview
3.	Automotive tail light with
dynamic indicator
4.	Optional large window in the
T-hatch for more daylight
5.	Spacious rear hatch door for
easy stowing
6.	Low coupe entry

5.
6.

T 748
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,410
2,320
2 (4)

UPHOLSTERY

Brown Coast

OUTFITTING
142/145 L
20/
125 L
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2–5

MAX.

+579
KG

FROM

6,980 MM

MAX.

3,500 KG

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE

T 758 G
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,410
2,320
2 (4)
T 668 G
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CRUISER T

T H E N E W C R U I S E R T:
relax, feel good,
just drive away
Our new Cruiser model series embodies comfort and comfortable driving enjoyment on
the road to your vacation destination. The Cruiser T features space for up to four people
and gives you the independence you want for your trip. Two floor plan options allow you
to choose between the larger version with spacious bathroom, or the compact version with
one vario-bathroom. Look forward to enjoyable vacation moments with the new Cruiser T.

FOR THE
REL A XED
TR AVELLER
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CRUISER T

Enjoy together

With its birch-look interior design
with white blinds and comfortable
upholstery, the Cruiser T creates
a comfortable atmosphere for
relaxed travel. The L-seat also
features winterised backrests that
allow for optimum air circulation
and an ideal indoor climate on
colder days.

T 732 G
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CRUISER T

1.

T 732 G

SMART
SOLUTIONS

1.	Convenient cooking enjoyment with the threeburner stove with electric spark ignition and glass
cover
2.	Practical charging of electronic devices with the
flexible USB outlets for the light rail beside the beds
3.	Items placed in the open shelves in the sleeping
area are safe and secure thanks to the firmly mounted rubber band system

3.

2.

T 732 G
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T 732 G
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CRUISER T

THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
■	
Indirect lighting above the wall cabinets creates

a warm and cosy atmosphere
■	
Get a fresh start to the day with a restful sleep in

the fixated beds with high grade slatted frames
■	
The spacious bathroom with separate toilet and
shower area provides a high level of comfort and
space to move (T 732 G)
■	
Fold-out laundry rail in the toilet area or shower
create a suitable spot for drying wet laundry
■	
Clothing in the closet is always presented in the
right light thanks to integrated closet lighting
■	
An additional sleeping berth can be created spontaneously by converting the middle seat group

“In the Cruiser model series we
combine a comfortable interior
design with high-level functionality to give vacationers many
moments of relaxation on their
vacation days.”
T 732 G

Bodo Diller,
Brand Manager LMC

OPENNESS
AND LIGHT

T 732 G
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T 732 G
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FLOOR PLANS

CRUISER T

CRUISER T
For the relaxed traveller
2.
1.

T 662 G
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

T 732 G
6,990
2,320
2 (3/5)

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,550
2,320
2 (3/5)

3.

THE EXTERIOR
HIGHLIGHTS
1.	GRP front, roof, and rear
2.	Optional pop-up roof for
2 extra sleeping berths
3.	Low structural height
4.	Spacious rear storage
compartment
5.	70 cm body door with window
and central locking system
6.	Low coupe entry

5.
4.
6.

OUR TIP

UPHOLSTERY
Lots of fresh foods can be
stored in the Smarttower
140 l refrigerator. Look
forward to cooking and
enjoying meals together
on vacation.
Zorba Stone
(series)

Nevada Beige
(option)

OUTFITTING
140 L
10/
102 L
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2–5

MAX.

+585

FROM

6,990 MM

MAX.

3,500 KG

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE

KG

T 732 G
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CRUISER V

THE NEW CRUISER V:
wonder, rapture,
live the day

FOR
FLEXIBLE
ACTIVE
VACATIONERS

The new Cruiser V is built to be
particularly compact and agile.
It allows you to enjoy the day
actively. After enjoying an opulent
breakfast, head out on a short
trip to the beach or into nature.
Afterwards, plan the next travel
destination to take a stroll in the
city or go sightseeing, from the
bright, friendly environment of the
comfortable seating area. Vacation
can be this flexible and fantastic.
V 646 G (Illustration with optional pop-up roof)
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CRUISER V

THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
■	
Start the day comfortably in the semi-dinette seating area, enjoy a

comfortable afternoon and a relaxing evening
■	
Whether used as a single bed or extended into a larger sleeping

space – sleeping on the cold foam mattresses lets you replenish
your energy for the next day
■	
Multiple stowage solutions, like the ground storage compartment or
stowage under the seat bench provide sufficient space solutions

V 646 G

V 646 G (Illustration with optional pop-up roof)

1.

SMART
SOLUTIONS

4.

3.
2.
V 646 G
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V 646 G

1.	Practical charging options where
you need it most, with flexible
USB outlets for the seating area
light rails
2.	Smaller items are quickly at hand
in the side pockets in the seating
area
3.	Sufficient stowage space for travel
equipment in the additional stowage area under the seat bench
4.	Create two more sleeping berths
with the optional pop-up roof

“At LMC, solutions are
designed to create space,
like the swivel-out table
extension in the seat group,
especially for compact
models like the Cruiser V.”
Markus Grabosch,
Head of Design and Development

V 646 G
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CRUISER V

CRUISER V
For flexible active
vacationers

1.

2.

3.

THE EXTERIOR
HIGHLIGHTS
1.	Optional pop-up roof
2.	Rear-view camera integrated
in the roof spoiler
3.	With an overall height of approx.
2.69 m and a width of 2.22 m,
it is particularly slim and agile
4.	Spacious rear hatch door on
the passenger side
5.	Low coupe entry

4.
5.

FLO OR PLAN

OUR QUALITY PROMISE
12 year guarantee

UPHOLSTERY
WORRYFREE
TR AVELLING
Zorba Stone
(series)

Nevada Beige
(option)

In the caravan and motorhome sector, LMC stands for quality, reliability,
sophisticated technology and functional solutions. With our assemblytightness guarantee*, hail protection and weather resistance thanks
to GRP roof cladding, GRP underbody protection, GRP front and rear
end, we provide 12 years of protection against moisture penetration.
Moisture does not stand a chance, in particular thanks to LLT built into
the base. We thereby give you extra assurance, so you can rely on a
guaranteed 12 years of relaxed and care-free travel.

OUTFITTING
110 L

2–5

10/
102 L

V 646 G
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths
32

6,760
2,220
2 (3/5)

FROM

6,760 MM

MAX.

3,500 KG

MAX.

+740

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE

KG

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE

*LMC provides a 12-year assembly-tightness guarantee on all motorhomes, thanks to LLT – Long Life Technology.
On motorhomes however, the guarantee is only valid up to a maximum total mileage of 120,000 km. An annual,
fee-based inspection by an LMC contract partner is required.
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CHASSIS –
Safety, function and
driving comfort

ALWAYS
SAFE ON
THE GO

At LMC, we work exclusively together with partners who meet our
very high quality and safety standards, so that you only get the
best when it comes to chassis technology. That’s why all LMC
models are built on a reliable, safe chassis. To improve driving
comfort and vehicle handling, we use a low-frame chassis with
wide gauge rear axles, which also result in a generous standing
height in the new floor plan layouts.
LOTS OF SPACE
The drivers cab allows for a great degree of mobility with direct open
access to the living area.

STABILITY AND SPACIOUSNESS
The wide gauge rear axle with widely spaced wheelhousing ensures higher
driving stability and generous proportions in the interior.

LMC iBUSCONNECT –
and your motorhome is smartly
under your control

WITH
EVERYTHING IN
VIEW

Innovation meets intelligent solutions and practical handling with
LMC iBusCONNECT in the Cruiser models. Whether you want to
check the level of the starter battery or the fresh water tank from
the couch before heading out on the trip, or want to be sure that
the lights were turned off while on the beach – with the innovative
LMC remote controlling you have total control of your motorhome,
even when you are on-the-go. Never again too warm, too cold, or
empty – these are now things of the past, thanks to LMC iBUSCONNECT. Instead, you can look forward to perfect a living space
climate and the secure feeling of sophisticated functionality.
iBUSCONNECT is available in the Element model as an optional
extra for controlling heating and air conditioning.

LOW WEIGHT
The low frame ensures a lower weight and a low floor level, with the same
guaranteed stability. Other advantages: It increases the cargo load and
lowers the centre of gravity.

MODERN MOTORISATION
Motors from the latest generation have been specially adapted to meet the
requirements of motorhomes. You can choose from manual or automatic
transmission.

SMART SOLUTIONS
 he newest generation chassis and motors
T
Improved acceleration thanks to high torque with a low speed range
Reduced fuel consumption and CO2-emissions
6d-TEMP with AdBlue-Technology
Different motor variants in combination with state-of-the-art manual
or automatic transmissions
■ Extensive security systems
■
■
■
■
■
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ENJOY THE ADVANTAGES OF A DIGITAL SECURITY
AND CONTROL NETWORK – EXCLUSIVELY FROM LMC:
■	Set your desired temperature and enjoy a perfect interior

temperature when you get home
■	Save unnecessary trips to check fill levels and switches
■	Automatic fresh and waste water levels, conveniently at
a glance
■	Feel certain and simply switch the 12 V power supply off
while the fridge continues to run independently
■	Technology that thinks ahead, for instance switching from
an empty to a full gas bottle
■	Easily check the voltage of the starter battery and also
conveniently read the current electricity balance and remaining capacity of the living room battery
■	Full technology control on-the-go
■	Comprehensive and easy to understand control panel
■	Highest technical safety standards
■	Available for all current Android and iOS systems
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Depicted decorations are not part of the scope of delivery.
All changes, especially to prices, technical data, fixtures and furnishings, as well as those regarding design
aspects, remain reserved. Information about scope of delivery, appearance and services, correspond to
the information available at the time of printing. Structure and/or colour deviations can be due to print or
lighting, or due to the nature of the used material, and therefore also remain reserved.
Deviations of +/- 5% are possible in measurement and weight data due to varying material properties.
Weight information complies with requirements of EU-guideline 661/2009 and VO (EU) 1230/2012.
LMC provides a 12 year assembly-tightness guarantee on all motorhomes. On motorhomes however,
the guarantee is only valid up to a maximum total mileage of 120,000 km. On motorhomes however, the
guarantee is only valid up to a maximum total mileage of 120,000 km. An annual, fee-based inspection
by an LMC contract partner is required.
Please see our current price list and/or ask our specialised personnel for additional technical data and details.

LMC Caravan GmbH & Co. KG Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 4 D-48336 Sassenberg
Telephone +49 25 83/27-0 www.lmc-caravan.de info@lmc-caravan.de
Münster (Westf.): HRB 9914 USt-IdNr. 126 733 941 General Managers: Ulrich Schoppmann, René Ricken
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